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ABSTRACT
Despite the fact that screen sizes and average screen reso-
lutions have dramatically increased over the past few years,
little attention has been paid to the design of web sites for
large, high-resolution displays that are now becoming in-
creasingly used both in enterprise and consumer spaces. We
present a study of how the visual area of the browser window
is currently utilised by news web sites at different widescreen
resolutions. The analysis includes measurements of space
taken up by the article content, embedded ads and the re-
maining components as they appear in the viewport of the
web browser. The results show that the spatial distribution
of page elements does not scale well with larger viewing
sizes, which leads to an increasing amount of unused screen
real estate and unnecessary scrolling. We derive a number
of device-sensitive metrics to measure the quality of web
page layout in different viewing contexts, which can guide
the design of flexible layout templates that scale effectively
on large screens.

Author Keywords
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Technical Tools for Usability Evaluation

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 Information Interfaces and Presentation: User Inter-
faces—Screen design (e.g., text, graphics, color)

INTRODUCTION
The popularity of hand-held devices with web browsing func-
tionality has prompted media publishers to design special,
accessible web sites for these devices. Online news sites in
particular have striven to address customer demand in deliv-
ering content that can be consumed on smartphones and the
like. However, at the other end of the spectrum, little is being
done to cater for the range of large-display surfaces that are
now in widespread use in offices, homes and public spaces.
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As shown by recent reports from the market research firm
DisplaySearch1, average screen dimensions and resolutions
are increasing; moreover, the trend is towards displays with
a 16:9 format, especially for notebook computers. In recent
years, there has also been a growing number of other types
of large-display devices such as wall screens, digital table-
tops and projected surfaces, all predominantly geared to-
wards horizontal, wide-format aspect ratios. This change in
the browsing device landscape requires adaptations of many
web site layouts where the often strongly vertical orientation
at fixed width seems a poor design choice for such device
characteristics. Also, with higher resolutions, the text be-
comes physically smaller and therefore less readable. Some
web sites attempt to alleviate this problem by including a
function allowing users to change the size of the font, an ef-
fect that can also be achieved using zoom features available
in modern browsers. Another common function is a printer-
friendly view where only the main content is shown with
minimal or no layout constraints so that text can flow freely
to fill the available space. However, those are only minor
improvements of the user experience and the fact that they
require user intervention is not always convenient.

We therefore decided to investigate both the technical and
design issues raised by adaptation to large-display devices,
which poses new challenges such as the efficient ’upscaling’
of content, not to waste valuable screen real estate and im-
pose unnecessary scrolling on the user. We argue that it is
necessary to provide flexible screen layouts that make ap-
propriate use of the higher amount of screen space available
on large displays and, as a first step, we have developed a set
of metrics that can be used to assess the presentation of con-
tent in different widescreen settings and hence to inform web
page design also for large, high-resolution screens. The pro-
posed metrics are grounded in a comprehensive study of ex-
isting news web sites to see how the browser viewport is cur-
rently utilised by different news content elements at viewing
sizes larger than 1024x768 and to identify key issues. In this
paper, we present the results of this study and the proposed
metrics as well as how these can be implemented based on
native web technologies to provide developers with the tech-
nical tools for evaluating web page layouts in terms of the
spatial coverage of content in different widescreen contexts.

1http://www.displaysearch.com
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RELATED WORK
Many different usability evaluation methods have been spe-
cifically crafted for the web [11], e.g. design inspections to
examine the hypertext specification, web usage analysis to
understand user behaviour, and heuristic evaluation of pro-
totypes at different design stages as well as of the final web
site [18]. Given today’s proliferation of web-enabled de-
vices, the usability of a web site is also determined by its
ability to adapt to the specific device in use. Much attention
has been paid to the adaptation of web content for mobile
phones and other kinds of small-screen devices. A num-
ber of automatic methods for partitioning web pages into
smaller, semantically related units that fit into the screen
of a mobile device have been proposed, e.g. [3, 10]. On
the other hand, for large screens that are now increasingly
used in enterprise and also consumer spaces, techniques to
aggegrate content from multiple related pages into a single
view might be welcome to reduce unnecessary navigational
overhead. However, optimal design for large-display view-
ing contexts remains largely unexplored. Research in HCI
currently seems to focus on new interaction techniques on
such devices where touch and gesture-based modalities seem
to be predominant, but efforts to design user interfaces that
make appropriate use of the greater amount of screen real
estate are minimal. We believe that, as a first step, some sort
of device-sensitive web design metrics are required that can
inform current web design processes so that they also cater
for the characteristics of large-display devices.

Early research proposed several metrics to quantify usability
factors such as the total word count in a page, the number of
links and media as well as the spectrum of colours and font
styles employed [13]. It was also found that web design is
a moving target and that many of the established guidelines
change over time [12], which may explain the lack of con-
crete thresholds for a wider class of quantitative web page
measures. Existing guidelines such as WCAG, the Web Con-
tent Accessibility Guidelines2 by W3C, consist of a set of
recommendations on making content accessible, primarily
for disabled users, with only some advice on designing for
highly limited devices such as mobile phones. Their web site
also includes a list of many different evaluation and issue re-
porting tools, but none of them address design deficiencies
related to the spatial coverage of content with respect to dif-
ferent viewing contexts.

While several productivity benefits have already been char-
acterised for large-display environments, e.g. in [4, 23],
there is still a lack of concepts and tools to take advantage
of large screens [20]. Due to the many fixed designs with
often a vertical flow, using web sites in widescreen contexts
generally does not bring any real advantages to users, which
is why large screens at this stage still seem to be primar-
ily suited for multi-task scenarios. For a single application
to capitalise on the greater amount of screen space, various
forms of adaptation would be required that are currently not
supported by most web sites. Research has shown that se-
lecting and placing different versions of text and media to
display only the relevant parts on small screens or a much
2http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/

higher level of detail on large displays is generally possi-
ble [1, 14, 21], but requires substantial technical overhead,
especially if one was to rely on native web technologies.
One can hope that a flexible segmentation of content will be-
come easier and more popular if W3C’s proposals to include
new tags in HTML53 for the annotation of page elements as
well as multi-column layout in CSS34 are adopted and im-
plemented in all major web browsers. However, our ongo-
ing experiments with these new technologies show that even
the latest additions to HTML and CSS are insufficient for
effective adaptation of content and presentation using only
features of those web standards.

One of the key challenges for adaptive layouts is to reduce
the amount of scrolling required by fitting most of the con-
tent on the screen area above the fold (i.e. the screen space
that is visible at first without scrolling), while, at the same
time, not overloading the page with too much information.
Directly related to this aspect is the physical layout of text
which is found to have a considerable impact on the on-
screen reading experience [5]. There is an increasing num-
ber of relevant tools, such as Instapaper5 or Apple’s Safari
Reader technology, that extract long text paragraphs from
web pages and show these using font settings and a display
format optimised for reading, but also they provide poor re-
sults in large-screen environments due to the common one-
column, fixed vertical layout that only makes use of a mini-
mal portion of the screen in wide-format settings.

To generally improve users’ reading comfort and efficiency,
many findings suggest the use of multiple text columns and
some even argue for horizontal scrolling, e.g. [8, 2]; how-
ever, this brings up two important issues. The first problem
is that current support for multi-column layout in popular
browsers is at best experimental and subject to change, as
this is a feature proposed to be included only with the up-
coming CSS3 modules. The current workaround among web
developers is to specify adaptive layouts with the help of
JavaScript libraries such as jQuery Masonry6, which can al-
low the content to be spread in multiple columns, the number
and size of which depends on the dimensions of the target
viewing size. However, while such flexible layout engines
based on automatic methods are also desirable for printer-
friendly versions of news articles to improve on the sim-
ple sequential positioning of content used by most current
browsers, they give less control over the concrete design in a
particular viewing context and customisation of the layout
mechanisms generally requires considerable programming
skills. The second issue is that vertical scrolling is predomi-
nant on most web pages and further compounded by the fact
that there is often only a vertical mouse wheel, so a com-
plete change to horizontal scrolling would be rather radical
and require many users to change their browsing habits.

In view of these problems, we have started to investigate the

3http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/
4http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-multicol/
5http://instapaper.com
6http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/06/09/smart-fixes-for-
fluid-layouts/
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technical and design challenges for developing adaptive web
interfaces that also cater for large-display, high-resolution
devices while building on established standards. Our first
results comprise the metrics presented in this paper that we
have derived from an empirical study of current news site de-
signs and how these adapt in different widescreen settings.
The proposed metrics mark the first step of our effort to build
a research framework that seeks to establish design guide-
lines as well as to form sound technical tools for the devel-
opment of flexible web interfaces that also adapt to novel
forms of large displays, i.e. not only larger desktop screens,
but also digital TVs, tabletop systems or wall-size displays.

The study presented in the next section provided important
input for developing the metrics following this. Many other
studies have been conducted to understand users’ brows-
ing habits and identify patterns of navigation on the web,
e.g. [22]. Several studies have also investigated the visual
aesthetics of web sites as perceived by users [15] and how
framing effects may influence users’ web site quality judge-
ment [9]. However, the effects of different device charac-
teristics in terms of screen size and resolution and their po-
tential impact on the browsing experience have so far played
only a minor role in studies and have primarily been inves-
tigated for small-screen devices, e.g. [6]. For large screens,
there is still only limited insight obtained from a few for-
mative evaluations of user expectations when browsing web
pages on high-resolution, wide-format displays [7]. The re-
sults there also suggest the use of constraint-based liquid lay-
out for web pages to automatically fill larger portions of the
screen as more space becomes available. However, an im-
portant factor that has not received enough attention is a defi-
nite strategy to specify suitable constraints for those adaptive
layouts as these are key for such layout mechanisms to be
effective. In that sense, we believe that our work is comple-
mentary and makes an important step forward, as the metrics
and visual tools presented in this paper are devised to inform
web page design and help developers find device-related lay-
out constraints.

STUDY
Our study aimed at providing numbers on the status quo of
text-centric web content layout and window space occupa-
tion in widescreen environments. In that regard, the closest
to our study is [16] that presents a detailed breakdown of the
different web page elements to relate the relative page cov-
erage taking into account text, images and other embedded
objects. However, their content analysis does not address
spatial distribution of content elements at different viewing
sizes, nor does it resolve the different semantics of content,
for example, to be able to differentiate actual content from
ads.

The choice of news articles over other types of web sites was
motivated by their relative homogeneity in terms of structure
and appearance and the fact that online newspapers and mag-
azines can be easily compared to their print counterparts.
Moreover, news web sites are backed by companies that have
a vital interest in delivering an optimal reading experience to
their customers in order to keep up their businesses.

Methodology
In order to assess the spatial distribution of web content for
a news page, we approached the problem by first identifying
the major functional categories of structural elements that
typically appear on a page showing a full news article. How-
ever, since the purpose of the study was to measure space
occupation rather than establishing the full portrait of a web
page, we decided to limit ourselves to four categories: back-
ground, article content, ad and web interface, the latter in-
cluding links to other news items related or not related to
the current article. The idea was then to calculate the posi-
tions and combined areas of these elements in several view-
ing contexts and based on those results compute a number of
indicators to present the overall situation.

The web pages were all viewed and analysed on Firefox
using standard settings and a set of extensions to perform
the measurements. To obtain meaningful results reflecting a
sufficiently representative collection of news articles, the 50
most popular news web sites as ranked by Alexa were con-
sidered7, excluding news aggregators that only show short
text snippets for each news item. For each site, a sample
article was chosen and using a customised version of the
Aardvark extension8, the DOM elements of the page were
marked manually according to their semantic function. Typ-
ically, the main structural blocks in a news web page have
their own HTML container elements with identifying id or
class attributes that are consistent across the whole web site.
Those attributes were used to associate marked areas with
their semantic function so that other articles retrieved from
the same web site could then be broken down and tagged
automatically. All pages that were marked in this way were
subsequently viewed by the authors to check for inconsisten-
cies and discrepancies that would distort the measurements.
Some web sites split long articles over several pages and, in
those cases, values were added or averaged as appropriate to
match the criteria used for single-page layouts. Any reader
comments were also hidden or removed as they do not be-
long to the article per se, although technically an integral
part of the page.

The measurements consisted of determining the position and
length of marked blocks and calculating the combined area
that they covered in the page. Each article was loaded simul-
taneously in five independent browser windows set to dif-
ferent sizes. The dimensions were chosen based on browser
resolution statistics provided by W3Counter9. The three most
popular widescreen resolutions were selected along with the
reference 1024x768 resolution for 4:3. The resolution 1680x
1050 was also reversed for one measurement set so as to
give the window a vertical orientation in order to simulate a
rotating monitor in portrait mode. Since the study focused
on raw, pixel-based space occupation, the physical screen
size did not come into consideration at that point. The latter
is however important when taking into account subjective,
user-dependent criteria such as reading comfort and needs
to be addressed when designing web pages for large screens.

7http://www.alexa.com/topsites/category/Top/News
8http://karmatics.com/aardvark
9http://www.w3counter.com/globalstats.php
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Each browser window was left in its default appearance with
only the navigation and bookmark toolbars. This means that
the actual dimensions of the browser viewport were w �

6px � h � 136px, including possible scrollbars. The sizes
reflect a situation where the browser window is maximised
or set to full screen, which according to many user studies
(e.g. [22]) is what the majority of users adopt. For situations
where the browser is run in windowed mode and hence at
intermediate user-defined window sizes, it should be easy to
extrapolate from the results for the considered resolutions.

Results
The vast majority of news web sites currently adopt a two
or three-column layout with one or more headers and foot-
ers, and the article content itself in the left or central col-
umn. Navigation items such as menus, buttons and links to
related content typically appear in sidebars surrounding the
article, at the top and directly below it in the footer(s). Fre-
quently, floating blocks also appear inside the main article
causing breaks in the article’s text flow and formatting. As
for the ads, while their content frequently changes between
loads, they are generally placed at fixed locations and have
fixed dimensions for a given web site. No particular design
rule seems prevalent as to where the ads should appear. Ad
banners and inserts can be embedded in virtually any of the
aforementioned elements, including within the article text
itself. With only a few exceptions, the web page content is
centred, except perhaps for some footers, headers or back-
ground elements that are made to stretch to the whole width
of the window.

The area covered by the article content itself in the selected
pages averaged 42% of the total web area and the space taken
up by ads roughly 12%. This perhaps contrasts with blogs
and other user content-intensive sites, where entries are typi-
cally appended one after the other inside a long column (and
where possibly there is even more space lost due to sub-
optimal layout strategies).
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Figure 1. Area coverage in whole client space

Figure 1 shows the average percentages of the areas cov-
ered by web, article content and ad elements in the client
space, i.e. the total area of the browser window, including
visible and invisible parts. As the resolution increases, the
amount of space used by actual web content decreases, ex-
cept when the window is set to vertical mode (1050x1680).
A side effect of this phenomenon is the appearance of mar-
gins on each side that become larger as the viewport width
increases, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The margin lengths are
computed by taking the leftmost and rightmost pixels of the
first and last solid elements of the web document (i.e. non-
background) at each scanline and determining the distances
to the left and right edges of the viewport, respectively. (If
the document width is larger than the viewport then the mar-
gin is negative). The average margin width is then calculated
for the whole page. This means that pages with long articles
extending beyond their flanking sidebars would see their line
margin widths significantly increase if columns are static and
content is not reflowed inside them. At screen widths around
1024 pixels, the margin is minimal and there is a jump above
1200. This is due to the fact that many web sites are cur-
rently designed for a target resolution of 1024x768. But,
even at this size, the margin average is more than 10% due
to unbalanced column heights. As a matter of comparison,
the amount of white space used by a page of a regular print
newspaper is roughly 10% of the paper surface (mostly cov-
ered by margins).

Another consideration which perhaps matters to publishers
and editors is what users see when the web page is first
loaded in the web browser and the topmost portion of it ap-
pears in the window. Too many extraneous elements, ads and
too much background might indeed frustrate readers who are
mostly interested in viewing the article. For publishers sus-
taining their business through advertisements, the placement
of ad containers on the web page might be an important de-
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Figure 2. Average margin and content widths as percentage of the total
viewport width
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sign factor. If ads are located in areas which readers never
come to see, then this represents a potential loss of revenue.
As it turns out, a significant proportion of ads are placed be-
low the article (about 28% of the total ad surface), a zone
that may never be exposed to users if they do not scroll that
far.

Figure 3 depicts the area distribution of the different cate-
gories visible on the area above the fold (or ‘first screen’),
where the ‘nav’ area is the area that remains after content and
ad areas have been subtracted. Figure 4, on the other hand,
shows the extent of surface coverage by the web page’s el-
ements on the first screen as a percentage of the total space
they occupy in the whole web document (here ‘web area’
includes article content and ad areas).
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Figure 3. Area distribution on first screen client space
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Figure 4. Percentage of visible elements on first screen from total sur-
face in page

The figures show once again that, as widescreen resolutions
increase, the browser window is mainly filled with back-
ground pixels at the detriment of content. At 1680x1050,
the user only sees less than 1.5 times the amount of a page’s
content than at 1024x768 on average, although there is more
than 2.2 times as much available space. Viewing the page at
1050x1680 yields much better results, as the user is able to
see more than half of the web page and almost 60% of the
article content without scrolling. The same effect can be ob-
served with ads, which generally do not adapt well to higher
amounts of screen real estate. While they still occupy 15%
of the first screen at 1024x768, the visible ad area decreases

to 10% at 1680x1050. Even though much more content be-
comes visible at its counterpart resolution of 1050x1680, the
visible ad area only slightly increases to 11%.

A simple metric to measure how much space could be saved
if screen real estate were used with maximum efficiency is to
compare the amount of scrolling needed to view the whole
page as rendered with the amount required to display the
document’s foreground elements when optimally filling the
available space. Figure 5 shows the scroll factors of the two
theoretical fills (web and article content) vs. that of the ac-
tual rendering expressed as the number of viewports needed
to show the total area of the considered categories. A value
lower than 1 means that the entire area can be displayed in
the viewport and no scrolling is required. The results for
the content areas reflect a hypothetical case where only the
actual content of the article itself is shown on the screen,
similar to printer-friendly renderings.
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Figure 5. Scroll factor for optimal web and content coverage vs. actual
rendering
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Figure 6. Amount of space that could theoretically be saved by optimal
use of screen real estate
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Juxtaposing the theoretical scroll factors with the values for
the actual renderings reveals increasing gaps between the op-
timal and real measures. At higher widescreen resolutions,
more and more unnecessary scrolling is imposed on the user
to view the page’s entire content. The amount of space that
is potentially ‘wasted’ is summarised in Fig. 6. Once more,
the data shows a clear increase of unused screen real estate in
high-resolution horizontal contexts, as web pages generally
fail to adapt to the change of rendering environment.

Discussion
Obviously, web design is more than simply optimising space
usage and the costs of leaving much of the screen bare on a
large display are not as critical as those associated with wast-
ing paper in a print newspaper where costs are real. One
could even say that the penalty of a web page with an ill-
suited layout is only the fact that it involves more scrolling
and clicking for the reader. However, as the diversification
of browsing clients further expands, the need for more flex-
ible layouts to accommodate more demanding users will no
doubt arise.

Discussions of the respective merits of static layouts ver-
sus flexible or liquid layouts have sparked lively debates
among designers. Proponents of the former point out the
ease and convenience of designing for an area with fixed di-
mensions, while the advocates of the latter argue that ac-
cessibility should be the prime factor in content presenta-
tion [17]. Print newspapers and magazines make near-optimal
use of the available paper surface using columns and separa-
tions, but their template sizes are fixed and the appearance of
the final product is determined at printing time. To achieve
optimal surface occupation without sacrificing aesthetic con-
siderations of layout design on digital surfaces, whose di-
mensions and resolutions are unknown at creation time, is a
non-trivial engineering challenge.

One argument against flexible layouts is that they often al-
low text column widths to stretch without limit, thus pro-
ducing excessively long lines that impose cognitive strain on
the reader when trying to follow on to the next line. Among
the reviewed web pages, the maximum number of characters
per line for article columns with fixed widths was on average
94. This already exceeds the recommended 70 characters
per line for pleasant and efficient reading [19], and increas-
ing column widths, and hence line lengths, further would
detract from readability and the overall user experience.

Another decisive factor that heavily influences readability is
typography, i.e. font type and size [5]. News sites tend to
adopt either modern-looking sans-serif fonts, mostly Arial,
or a serif font such as Georgia or Times New Roman. The
latter seem to be particularly favoured by traditional news-
papers such as The New York Times and The Washington
Post, perhaps to retain a distinctive print-like look to assert
their identity. The typical font size of paragraphs in news ar-
ticles tends to be between 13 and 15 pixels, regardless of the
viewing resolution. As mentioned in the introduction, there
are several ways to compensate for text that is rendered too
small by default, but they typically require user intervention.

While one can imagine site-specific text-display settings op-
timised for a particular viewing environment, it should be
possible for web sites to automatically adapt the default font
settings based on thresholds relative to the increase in reso-
lution even with no user preferences set.

METRICS
The problems identified in our study essentially relate to
three major aspects of web layouts: (1) the overall use of
the screen, (2) the proportions between different content el-
ements and (3) the readability of larger amounts of text. We
can trace the cause of the observed problems to the following
design issues.

� Many web layouts have been designed for a fixed width
only. In widescreen contexts, the greater amount of screen
space is therefore potentially wasted as it gets mostly filled
with background content.

� Text and font characteristics such as font weight and size,
number of columns and column widths as well as line
spacing are often optimised for the ‘standard’ screen res-
olution of 1024x768 and typically hard-coded. As a con-
sequence, text flow and style hardly scale with larger res-
olutions to maintain readability in widescreen contexts.

� Media resources such as images, videos and animations
are often available only in one size and embedded with
fixed dimensions. As a result, the embedded media do not
scale well in widescreen contexts. For instance, ads that
make extensive use of animated GIFs or Flash animations
to draw the attention of the user consequently lose high
proportions of the visible area on the first screen in com-
parison to the text.

� While web sites generally attempt to place the most im-
portant content elements on the first screen, the amount of
information presented to the user at larger viewing sizes
often increases substantially as more content becomes vis-
ible at once. Particularly for the navigation options, this
can lead to an overflow of visible links, which makes it
harder for users to find a particular navigation point.

To be able to quantify these issues, we have defined the met-
rics shown in Table 1. The basis for these metrics build the
window area, web area and content area. Similar to our
study, the window area is the browser viewport and there-
fore the room available for the content elements to be visible
without scrolling. The web area is the space that all fore-
ground and background content elements in the document
require to be viewed at the same time. The content area
refers to the space occupied only by the foreground content
elements. Depending on individual web site requirements,
it is helpful to divide the content area into groups of seman-
tically related content elements to be able to compare how
often elements of a particular kind occur and the space that
they occupy together.

The ratios defined in Table 1 directly relate to the problems
we have identified in our study. The document-window and
content-window ratios assess how efficiently the available
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Table 1. Metrics to measure the quality of web layouts with respect to the viewing context
Metric Description
Document-window ratio =

Web area
Window area

Determines how many viewports are required to fit the whole document. This ratio
can be divided into vertical and horizontal scroll factors determined by height and
width ratios, respectively. Web sites at larger viewing sizes should approach a value
closer to 1. A value less than or equal to 1 means that no horizontal and/or vertical
scrolling is required, but very low values mean that most of the available space is not
used.

Content-window ratio =
Content area
Window area

Determines how many viewports are required to fit the foreground or actual con-
tent only. Significantly different values between the document-window and content-
window ratios for larger viewing environments hint at potentially ‘wasted’ screen real
estate, as the space that becomes available would primarily be consumed by back-
ground content.

Wide text ratio =
Wide text area
Total text area

Determines how much of the total text area contains lines longer than the aforemen-
tioned 70 characters per line. While static layouts tend to waste much screen space at
larger viewing sizes, more flexible layouts often produce excessively long lines that
detract from readability. Particularly text-intensive sites should keep the wide text area
at a minimum to allow for efficient reading of longer text in widescreen contexts.

Small text ratio =
Small text area
Total text area

Determines how much of the total text area is likely to appear too small on high-
resolution displays. There is no such general guideline for what constitutes potentially
too small a font on devices with wide-format aspect ratios. Many screen designs
have been optimised for a particular resolution, but the small text area should be kept
minimal and not substantially increase with higher resolutions.

Visible text ratio =
Visible text area
Total text area

Determines how much of the total text area is visible in the viewport. Larger displays
should potentially show more text, but too much text at once can overstrain the user.
Particularly on the first screen, it is most important to balance out text and media in
order to keep the user interested in reading even if continuing requires scrolling.

Visible links ratio =
Visible links
Total links

Determines how many of the total navigation options are visible in the viewport. Web
sites generally attempt to place as many controls and navigation options as possible in
the top navigation area. Larger viewing environments potentially display more links
at once and are likely to cause an overload on navigation options.

Media-content ratio =
Visible media area

Visible content area

Determines how much of the visible content area is filled with media. Larger viewing
sizes should not only fit more text, but scale embedded media accordingly to keep the
reading experience interesting. In the case of ads, it may be to the frustration of the
user if larger viewports only fill with more ads and to the disadvantage of the advertiser
if their ads do not scale with the page’s remaining content.

screen space is used and how much scrolling is required to
view the whole document. The wide text and small text ra-
tios target the overall readability, while the remaining ra-
tios are related to the visibility and spatial distribution of
different content elements. The visible text and link ratios
hence give further indication of the web site’s readability and
operability depending on the viewport. Finally, the media-
content ratio and possible derivatives track the proportions of
text, media and, for example, ads at different viewing sizes.

We note carefully the correlation between the different met-
rics as optimal results for some of them may have a nega-
tive impact on others. For example, higher visible text ra-
tios may be preferable not to impose too much scrolling on
users, however the wide and small text ratios should be the
constraining factors. The same is true in combination with
the media-content ratio as images related to the content will
need to be aligned and scaled with the text to keep the reader
interested. Finally, an optimal content-window ratio of 1 is
a desirable goal in theory, but may come at the expense of
aesthetic considerations where margins and padding play an

important role to support the overall usability of a web site.

It follows that optimising web layouts along the defined met-
rics means to balance out the measured values, as it is impos-
sible to achieve optimal numbers for all considered factors
at the same time. Depending on the particular content and
purpose of a web site, developers may put more emphasis
on some aspects of the layout at the expense of others. The
main purpose of online newspapers, for example, is to de-
liver news content to the screens of their users and support
them in accessing this text-heavy information. Special em-
phasis should hence be on all factors concerning readability
on the screen. This may in return mean lower values for the
media-content ratio compared to, for example, more artistic
web sites where information is mainly conveyed through im-
ages and not text. Furthermore, how accurate the obtained
values will be depends on how fine-grained the measure-
ments are performed. If we only measure by means of rect-
angular shapes, it can be rather difficult to approach the ef-
fective text area when the actual shape of the text may be
significantly different after white space caused by wrapping
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is removed. Also care has to be taken to avoid content el-
ements being measured twice, for example, due to a media
area being embedded in text. We show how we implemented
the proposed metrics and discuss the encountered problems
in the next section.

IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed metrics were implemented on top of the pop-
ular jQuery JavaScript library10 to ease development and
maintain cross-browser compatibility. Using jQuery, the doc-
ument-window ratio is represented by the product of the com-
puted width and height for $(’body’) divided by the respec-
tive product for $(’window’). We need to mark content ele-
ments with an empty CSS class isContent so that the content
area is the sum of all areas determined for the jQuery selector
$(’.isContent’). Putting the content area into proportion with
the window area gives the content-window ratio. Because
media can be either embedded using img, object (e.g. for
Flash animations) or the new HTML5 video tag, the media-
content ratio is computed for $(’img,object,video’) under two
conditions. First, one has to make sure that only elements
with a non-zero width and height are considered (i.e. they
actually fill space somewhere in the page). Second, the ele-
ment’s offset must lie within the current viewport and only
the visible part of the bounding box counts towards the area
(i.e. only the space they effectively fill in the current view-
port is measured). Counting the links in the content area
via $(’.isContent a’) in proportion to those that are currently
visible yields the visible links ratio.

Considerably more effort has to be expended to compute the
various text ratios that we have defined. While there are sev-
eral difficulties due to the way in which browsers interpret
font sizes specified using CSS and although it is not pos-
sible to count the characters per line in JavaScript per se,
relatively accurate results can still be obtained with the fol-
lowing procedure. Many web sites make use of predefined
semantic markup such as h1 to h6 for headings and p to
mark paragraphs of text. As the nesting of these elements
is not meaningful and therefore discouraged by the HTML
specification, we can measure distinct text areas for the ele-
ments returned by $(’h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,p’). To assess areas
of small text, we need to convert the font size of each text el-
ement from px to cm to resolve the physical character height
on the screen; however, this requires taking into account the
current screen’s DPI. It turns out that all major browsers di-
rectly work with the system DPI of usually 96, which can be
significantly different from the current display’s actual DPI.
In our tests, a square specified at 10cm by 10cm using CSS
actually measures between 7.46cm on a 15.4” notebook with
128 DPI at 1650x1080 and 9.47cm on a 30” screen with 101
DPI at 2560x1600. Our current workaround is to prompt
the developer for the screen diagonal (a value which cannot
be obtained via the screen object in JavaScript). In combina-
tion with the current screen’s resolution, we can calculate the
pixels per inch and extrapolate the effective character height
when converting to centimeters. Currently, we consider el-
ements with a font size lower than 0.4cm to be part of the
small text area. As there is no general threshold for what

10http://jquery.com/

constitutes small text, this value has been determined by an
informal experiment where three members of our research
group were separately asked to select the one paragraph that
is still comfortable to read from a number of paragraphs of
the same text in various font sizes from 0.1 to 0.6cm. As for
wide text areas, we can base our implementation on available
research results and currently count in particular paragraph
elements whose width is greater than that of a hidden span
created dynamically at run-time to fill 70 characters using
the respective font. In the last step, we remove the summed
up area for $(’img,object,video’, p) for each measured para-
graph p in order to exclude any media that may have been
counted towards the text area.

Based on this implementation of the proposed metrics, we
have started to develop a visual tool that can be loaded into
existing web pages at run-time to perform on-the-fly mea-
surements in the browser as shown in Fig. 7. It then allows
the user to select content elements (and their child elements)
to be included in the measurements by hovering and double-
clicking the respective areas in the web page. That way our
implementation does not have to rely on the accuracy of au-
tomated methods and designers have full control over fine-
grained measurements based on the visual representations
of the content elements rather than their hypertext specifica-
tion. The tool draws an outline around all content elements
that were considered in the performed measurements. As
illustrated in Fig. 7, we carefully chose visual annotations
such as outlines, not borders, and coloured overlays not to
break the layout and flow of the original page which is the
case with many other evaluation tools. Because the view-
ing context plays an important role in our evaluations of the
web layout, the evaluation method is not only sensitive to
changes regarding the visible web area (e.g. resizing of the
browser window), but in order to react to potential adap-
tations of content and presentation, also automatically per-
forms recalculations when content is dynamically added or
updated in the web page, e.g. via AJAX menus or tab-based
navigation controls that essentially toggle the visibility of
page elements.

To be able to compare the results obtained for a number of
different viewing sizes, the visual tool also allows individual
measurements to be captured and restored by clicking the
respective links. For each setting that is captured, a new
link will be added, showing the window dimensions, the
document-window ratio and the difference to the content-
window ratio. For example, the first measurement shows
that even a maximised window at 2560x1600 still requires
users to scroll down 3.47 pages to view the whole article as
large amounts of screen space left and right are filled with
background. The +2.21 in this case means that only slightly
more than one viewport should be required to fit the actual
content.

The colouring of the obtained values is based on several
valuation methods for the different metrics. For example,
we say that the document-window ratio is better the closer
it is to 1 and expect it to come much closer to this value
with increasing viewing sizes. We have defined a number of
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Figure 7. Measuring the quality of a CNN article’s layout for a number of different viewing sizes on a 30” screen at a resolution of 2560x1600

thresholds for near-optimal, tolerable and poor-quality val-
ues based on which the measured values can be assessed and
highlighted, for example, in green, yellow and red. How-
ever, as the current range of values is largely experimental,
we will scrutinise these in another study. The goal at this
stage was to show that the metrics we have defined can be
implemented in a way that is feasible, with the focus be-
ing on the methods required to provide visual feedback for
developers so that they can see fairly quickly where adap-
tations are required. The tool can be downloaded from our
website11.

CONCLUSION
In an attempt to set new directions for research in web design
where large, high-resolution displays have so far received lit-
tle attention, we have presented an analysis and comparison
of screen usage by text-centric web sites viewed in different
widescreen contexts. The results show that the spatial distri-
bution of content elements does not scale well and leads to
an increasing amount of unused screen space and no reduc-
tion in scrolling. Based on our study, we have proposed sev-
eral metrics to quantify the critical aspects of screen layouts
and have shown how they can be implemented and applied
to existing web sites. There are of course many more fac-
tors to be considered and directly measuring the quality of
web sites in a way that is consistent with how users perceive
it is very difficult. For the same reason, it is problematic

11http://dev.globis.ethz.ch/jqmetrics

to define universal guidelines such as ideal values or thresh-
olds and alert levels for the numbers computed by our tool.
While we can argue that a small text ratio of 0.02 measured
by our tool is worse than one of 0, realistic thresholds and
definite alert levels depend on the particular type of web site
under development. With the study presented in this paper
and the proposed metrics, it will be interesting to correlate
any numbers produced by the tool with data collected in user
studies in order to scrutinise some of the more experimental
and informally determined placeholder thresholds currently
used in our implementation of the metrics.

Despite our study being based on a significant number of
web sites, the approach could still be criticised for focussing
on a specific type of web sites. We intentionally chose on-
line newspapers to be able to compare a relatively homoge-
neous set of web pages and focus on quality aspects that are
directly related to the common task that the reviewed web
sites were designed for, namely delivering text-centric con-
tent to the screens of their readers. Furthermore, we believe
that many of our findings can be generalised to news sites
and aggregators not considered in the study and potentially
to other prominent classes of modern web applications that
also display large amounts of textual information, such as
blogs and wikis.

Our future work will mainly follow two directions. First, we
plan to design and implement an adaptive screen layout for
news web sites based on the proposed metrics while explor-
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ing different forms of context-aware adaptation including the
use of multi-column layouts and different scrolling mecha-
nisms. Second, we want to conduct user studies to be able
to compare how users actually perceive the quality attributes
assessed by our tool and to learn which web site adaptations
bring real benefits in widescreen contexts.
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